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Forward Looking Statements
Also see www.canalaska.com
DISCLAIMER: This presentation contains forward-looking information or forward-looking statements under Canadian and U.S. securities laws. These forward-looking statements include, among others, statements with respect to CanAlaska’s
objectives, goals and strategies to achieve those objectives and goals, as well as statements with respect to CanAlaska’s beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, anticipations, estimates and intentions. The words “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”,
“would”, “suspect”, “outlook”, “believe”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “forecast”, “objective” and “continue” (or the negative thereof), and words and expressions of similar import, are intended to identify forward-looking statements.
By their very nature, forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, which give rise to the possibility that predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not be achieved.
Certain material factors or assumptions are applied in making forward-looking statements and actual results may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. CanAlaska cautions readers not to place undue reliance on these
statements, as a number of important factors, many of which are beyond CanAlaska’s control, could cause actual results may differ materially from the beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, anticipations, estimates and intentions expressed in such
forward-looking statements. These factors include, but are not limited to, risks relating to: the speculative nature of exploration and development projects; industry matters including unexpected exploration, development and/or operating risks, delays
in obtaining permits and licenses for exploration and development of properties; risks related to accidents, equipment breakdowns or other unanticipated difficulties with or interruptions in production; risks related to the inherent uncertainty of
exploration and cost estimates and the potential for unexpected costs and expenses; reliance on other operators and partners; the failure of CanAlaska to realize benefits from transactions; risks and uncertainties relating to the interpretation of drill
results, the geology, grade and continuity of mineral deposits; results of initial feasibility, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies and the possibility that future exploration, development or mining results will not be consistent with CanAlaska’s expectations;
CanAlaska’s inability to expand and replace its mineral reserves and resources and the imprecision of mineral reserves and resource estimates; the impact of volatility in uranium prices on the valuation of mineral reserves and resources; competition;
risks related to the failure of CanAlaska or its partners to obtain adequate financing on a timely basis and on acceptable terms; risks related to environmental regulation, permitting and liability; legal matters; taxation and accounting matters; the
inability of CanAlaska to reach development and revenue targets; the market price of CanAlaska’s shares; and local and global economic conditions. In addition, CanAlaska has made assumptions related to future demand for uranium, production
levels and costs, exploration and mining conditions, relationships with partners and its ability to continue its operations as a going concern and without significant disruptions. Additional factors and assumptions made by CanAlaska are contained in its
management discussion and analysis filed under its corporate profile on SEDAR (www.sedar.com). The foregoing list of factors that may affect future results is not exhaustive. When reviewing CanAlaska’s forward-looking statements, readers should
carefully consider the foregoing factors and other uncertainties and potential events. This presentation may use the terms “measured”, “indicated”, “inferred” and “historical” mineral resources. U.S. investors are advised that, while such terms are
recognized and required by Canadian regulators, the Securities and Exchange Commission does not recognize them. “Inferred mineral resources” and “historical estimates” have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence and great
uncertainty as to their economic feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of any inferred mineral resource or a historical estimate will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under Canadian rules, estimates of inferred mineral resources
may not form the basis of feasibility or other economic studies. Further, historical estimates are not recognized under Canada’s NI 43-101. U.S. investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of measured or indicated mineral resources will
ever be converted to mineral reserves. All assumptions used in the preparation of this corporate presentation and related statements, although considered reasonable at the time of preparation, may prove to be imprecise and, as such, readers are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward‐looking statements. CanAlaska undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward‐looking statements included in this presentation, except as otherwise required by applicable law.
The technical information in this presentation has been prepared in accordance with the Canadian regulatory requirements set out in National Instrument 43-101 ‐ Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”).Under NI 43-101, the
Qualified Person for this presentation is Peter Dasler P.Geo. CEO for CanAlaska, who has reviewed and approved its contents. Please see footnotes at bottoms of slides with historical technical information for disclosure information.

GLOBAL-SCALE, CARBON - FREE ENERGY
REQUIRES MORE EXPLORATION FOR ENERGY METALS
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The fundamentals are compelling!
Uncovered future demand, requires new mine development
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Large and small scale nuclear power
Small Modular Power plants for remote communities (SMP’s)
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China has a new high speed train network
North America high speed rail will need carbon-free power
China has built an electric
high speed rail network in the past 10 yrs

Nuclear Power plants emit no carbon dioxide,
sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, mercury or
other toxic gases.

Electrify the transportation network
Reduce air pollution and CO2
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Nuclear is the answer
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What are our clean energy options?
Base-load supply and its cost are important

1KG of fuel: Comparison

Take away this: Uranium: “Carbon Free Energy”
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The business scenario for uranium:
World-wide demand, limited supply, CO2 free energy

Source: BMO Capital Markets, WNA UxC

• 447 Operational Power Reactors
• 55 Power Reactors Under Construction
• 441 Power Reactors Proposed / Planned

Additional Reactors:
200 Ships and Submarines
280 Research, Science and Medical

World Nuclear Association
July 2019

To meet the growing demand for sustainable
energy, we will need nuclear to provide at least
25% of electricity by 2050 as part of a clean and
reliable low-carbon mix. Achieving this means
nuclear generation must triple globally by 2050.
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CanAlaska’s Project Portfolio
2020 focus – Canadian Uranium and Nickel Assets
Athabasca Basin
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Thompson Nickel Belt
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CanAlaska: “Explorer & Project Generator”
We have been
able to preserve
and acquire a
number of
assets through
the market
downturn
Recent
opportunities
allowed further
claim staking in
the Athabasca
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Research / Acquire / Deal / Discover
Focused on:
Uranium
Nickel
Discovery

Technical evaluation
Land acquisition
Third party funding

Deal making

Minimize: Shareholder dilution

Maximize: Capital gain
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New Athabasca Uranium Discovery
On a productive corridor near the world’s richest uranium mine

68M lbs @7.99% U3O8

Cameco’s
Fox Lake Deposit

Cameco’s
McArthur River
Uranium Mine

Grid 5 discovery

McArthur is the
world’s richest
uranium mine

C10N
C10
C10S

+5% U3O8 in drill holes
CanAlaska / Cameco
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New Athabasca Uranium Discovery
On a productive corridor adjacent to a new discovery
McArthur River Mine

Cameco’s Fox Lake Deposits
68 Mlbs @ 7.99% U3O8

Grid 5 Discovery
CanAlaska-Cameco Joint Venture
New high-grade +5% uranium discovery
adjacent to Fox Lake deposit and 12 km
from McArthur River uranium mine
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Grid 5 Discovery - ‘early days’
Matches typical Athabasca targets - Tier 1 indications
•
•
•

On major structure that hosts nearby deposit
Uranium halos extending to near surface
>5% U3O8 in drill holes

DISCOVERY
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New Uranium Discovery
Grid 5 north CanAlaska/Cameco
Section view

Uranium halos
in sandstone

Grid 5
north

Fox Lake

Grid 5 north

Fox Lake
Deposit
Cameco / Orano
68 m lbs @ 7.99% U3O8

CanAlaska / Cameco

Uranium halos
in sandstone
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New Uranium Discovery
Grid 5 north CanAlaska/Cameco
Isometric View from West

Uranium halos
in sandstone
300m apart

Fox Lake

Scale:
Eiffel Tower

Grid 5
north
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Long Section: Grid 5
Tier 1-Sized, Altered and Mineralized Target
Further indicator chemistry
Rock
chemistry
“paints”
the target

Boron

Ground EM
response
Eiffel Tower Scale

Uranium halos
in sandstone

Arsenic

1,600m/1 Mile
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Cigar Lake Deposit vs Grid 5
A familiar-looking situation

Scale:
Eiffel Tower

Scale:
Eiffel Tower

5% U3O8

8% U3O8
200M lbs U3O8
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Strategic Opportunities
Nearby processing plant and infrastructure

Cameco’s Key Lake Mill

Fox Lake deposit and Grid 5
uranium discovery

Fox Lake
Deposits

Grid 5 Zone

A Billion Dollar Asset
Key Lake Mill needs a new
discovery to provide feed
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Growing target
on mineralized corridor:
Fox Lake is 68 Mlbs @7.99% U3O8
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New Exploration Opportunities
Eastern Athabasca: large targets close to infrastructure
West McArthur: Cameco JV
New large discovery at Grid 5.
New Projects
for Joint Venture

Cree East: 100% CanAlaska
Consolidated 100% ownership
of one of the largest and most
prospective projects in the
Athabasca
April 2020: (NEW staking)
Five projects acquired on land
re-opening

Cree East Project
Available for Funding
Partner - JV
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These projects are available
for JV funding partners
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Cree East Uranium Project
Targets: Zones A and B are priority
Targeting Tier-1
Discovery
McArthur River
Mine

Zone A
Uranium Halo

See EM Survey insert

Zone B target is
very large, with
alteration halo
which reaches
surface (400
metres). We have
not intercepted
the ideal target.
Multiple other
targets proven
along a 4km trend.

EM Survey
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Uranium Project Summary
• Experienced discovery team
• 12 uranium projects…
•
•

•
•
•
•

214,000ha (528,000 acres)
3 current JV’s
High-grade discovery: Cameco
JV
Re-purchased Korean $20M JV
Rising uranium demand
Strategic claim staking
New JV possibilities
… and now accretive benefit

from Nickel projects in Manitoba
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Part II: Discovering Sulphide Nickel
EV’s nickel demand is substantial

Price is moving

Limited supply and price
differential for sulphide nickel
New demand for EV Batteries

Warehouse
Supply (5 yr)

Demand is showing

Thompson Nickel Smelter, Manitoba
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Nickel is back in demand
CanAlaska has new targets near historic deposits

“Our cells should be called Nickel-Graphite,

because primarily the cathode is Nickel
and the anode side is graphite with silicon
oxide..(there’s) a little bit of lithium in there,
but its like the salt on the salad”
Mr Elon Musk-Tesla CEO
TSX-V: C V V

Nickel: Thompson Nickel Belt
A series of projects in world’s 5th largest sulphide nickel district
Focus on Large
Sulphide Nickel
Targets with
Tier-1 Potential
Our aim is to
market and
operate under
Option/Joint
Ventures

CanAlaska Executes
$9 Million Thompson Nickel
Deal with FEX

CanAlaska acquires Manibridge
Nickel deposit and drills high-grade
nickel along mine trend

Increased “sulphide” nickel demand for battery storage
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Thompson Nickel Belt
Strong property: VTEM response and targets

EM Targets

$12+ million
data package

SMELTER
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Nickel: Thompson Nickel Belt
Thompson Mine and Manibridge Mine areas

NORTH
THOMPSON

Intensive research
since 2013 has
identified priority
targets in the belt

Manibridge mine circ 1975

2019 Drill Results

MANIBRIDGE
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Technical and Political Strength
“We are here for success”
Ambassador Thomas Graham, Jr. has served under four successive
U.S. Presidents as a senior U.S. diplomat involved in the negotiation of
every major international arms control and non-proliferation agreement for
the past 35 years.

Operations
Peter Dasler, M.Sc. P.Geo.
President, CEO and Director

Kathleen Kennedy Townsend was the State of Maryland's first woman

Dr. Karl Schimann, PhD., P.Geo.

Lieutenant Governor, and is a member of the bar in Maryland, Connecticut
and Massachusetts, and a certified broker dealer and author.

VP – Exploration and Director

Dr. Karl Schimann was employed by French uranium giant AREVA

Chief Operating Officer

(previously COGEMA) as a Senior Geologist and Project Manager, where
he was a key member of the team that undertook the discovery and
development of the massive Cigar Lake uranium mine.

Board of Advisors

Victor Fern is a former Chief of the Fond Du Lac Denesuline First Nation.

Daniel Faure

has been involved in environmental monitoring in the Northern Athabasca
area and is involved with community development and business interests
in the region.

Cory Belyk, B.Sc. P.Geo.

Simon Szeto

Jean Luc Roy

has managed projects from exploration through to
production in three different countries for companies such as International
Gold Resources, Ashanti Goldfields Inc., Senafo, Ampella, Centamin and
First Quantum Minerals.
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Corporate Structure
Share Structure

June19, 2020

Share Price
Shares Outstanding
Fully-Diluted Shares
Market Capitalization
Cash

C$0.17
57.6 M
84.7 M
C$ 9.8 M
C$ 1.56M

Current
Investment
Opportunity

Warrants at $0.51, $0.70
Management 8%, 14% fully diluted
CanAlaska Uranium Ltd:
CVV on the TSX Venture Exchange
DH7N on the Frankfurt Exchange
CVVUF in the USA on the OTCQB
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CanAlaska Ticks All the Boxes
WE HAVE CHECKED THE BOXES

✓ Project Generator Model
✓ Major Industry Partners
✓ Experienced Management
✓ World Class Targets
✓ Co-Funding

✓ Low Price
✓ High Growth Potential
✓ Sector Recovery
✓ Multiple Trigger Events
✓ ADVANCING NEW DISCOVERIES

www.canalaska.com
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